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MODULE DESCRIPTOR 
 

 
 
MODULE AIMS 
 

The module aims to combine several separate but nevertheless increasingly integrated 

areas of EU governance and EU policies: EU economic and fiscal governance on the one 

hand and the regulation of banking and financial services in the EU on the other. This 

module will give to students a thorough understanding of the political and legal framework 

governing economic policy in the EU, the Economic and Monetary Union, fiscal policy as 

well as the regulation of banking and financial services within the EU and their increasing 

intermingling. It aims to engender a critical and multidimensional approach to understanding 

the various modes of governance relevant to these EU policies, including the control of 

regulation within the EU, the various processes put in place for these purposes and the 

division of responsibility between member states and EU bodies. This critical understanding 

of the political and legal framework of EU economic and financial governance will take 

account of the economic and business environment, and European integration context, as 

well as the current political and economic developments with respect in particular to the on-

going economic and financial crisis and the creation of a European Banking Union. 

 
 

 
 
 
MODULE CONTENT 
1. Economic and fiscal policy in the EU; EMU; current trends and modes of governance; 
2. Banking and financial services in the EU; current trends and modes of regulation; 
3. Globalisation, European integration and EU economic and financial governance; economic, political 

and legal background; federal competences within the EU legal order; Treaty revisions; 
4. Legal and regulatory framework of EU economic and financial governance; the role of the Internal 

Market; 
5. Crisis management in the EU: instruments and areas of governance; international instruments; 
European Banking Union:  mechanisms of single supervision, single resolution and of common deposit 
protection. 
 

 
 
 
INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
  
On successful completion of this module a student will be able to: 
1. Critique and apply the legal issues underlying EU economic and financial 

governance in a broad legal context taking into account political and economic 
factors. 
 

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the ways in which, and the extent to which, 
traditional norms of international law apply in the sphere of economic relations and in 
the evolving context of European integration. 
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3. Show a critical understanding of the workings of the regulatory and governance 

systems in the EU of relevance to economic and financial governance and of the 
place of EU economic and financial governance within (and outside) the EU legal 
order and its relationship with other areas of EU policies and modes of governance 
(including external relations). 
 

4. Demonstrate an awareness of current economic and political factors and their 
impact on on-going reforms and changes within the EU. 

5. Research, critically evaluate and present well-structured arguments in written and 
oral work. 

 
 

 
 
TEACHING METHODS 
 
Preparation for the workshops will involve extensive research and reading, to consider and 
critically analyse the set topics and the discussion questions, set in advance, arising from 
those topics. Students are expected to prepare answers to the discussion questions and 
present these to, and discuss with, the workshop tutor and workshop group members. In 
addition to the skills of analysis and research, students are expected to develop and apply 
skills of analytical discussion, oral expression and writing. Students will engage with other 
students and staff in online activities, and synchronous and asynchronous workshops, to 
consider and critically analyse particular sources and engage in discussion leading to 
development of these skills. 
 
The workshops also give students the opportunity to synthesise in a more dynamic way the 
independent learning already undertaken and apply principles from various themes covered 
in the workshop activity sheets. 
 
One workshop may be run online, two weeks before the module starts, to introduce students 
to module themes and principles in advance of the campus-sessions. The final workshop will 
take place two-weeks before the submission deadline for coursework and run as a revision 
session. 
 
ASSESSMENT METHODS 

 
This module is assessed through an Essay (75%) and a Presentation / Online Activity / 

Essay Plan (25%).  


